STAYING FOCUSED ON DELIVERING
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENTS
THROUGH BUSINESS EFFICIENCIES
AND PROCESS MODERNISATION
0113 253 7255
Firstly, hello and a big thank you to all those who have supported, encouraged and helped us since
our journey began back in 2013. In these strange times we find ourselves now 8 years into our
“project” with the same set of ideals and beliefs that provide the fuel to drive us forward.
Our registered society status sits very comfortably beside our chosen Co-operative structure, and
allows us to develop our business and utilize any profits or surplus for the benefit of the owners and
members within it, through collaboration integration and Co-operation.
Working with these Co-operative principles has seen a steady increase in turnover, allowing our
business to grow in recent times to it’s current sustainable levels, without having to look to expand
either available workspace or increasing the size the established workforce.

Turnover Growth at
Enabled Works has
increased steadily
in the last 3 years
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In the time since our previous
social impact report we have
been steadily making process
Improvements on site and and
looking where possible to
reduce costs and improve
efficiencies.

Predominantly, as a pick, pack, fulfilment, despatch and pallet storage operation there have
historically, always been issues and difficulties with the peaks and troughs of seasonal packing
workflow so, in the summer of 2018 the opportunity to absorb local metal spinners Olympia urns and
vases into Enabled Works allowed us, for the first time to be directly involved with the on-site
production of hand-spun ornamental metal urns and associated products for crematoria and funeral
homes, giving us a great range of products which we can produce throughout the year and sell via a
network of independent funeral directors across the UK. www.olympiaurnsandvases.com

